YOKED WITH LUCIFERIANS: which side are you on?
(general outline, as a complete chart could cover an entire wall)

Those drawn to the light of pure
truth which comes guided by Scripture

YESHUA
(The Word made flesh)

Followers of Righteousness
Such hearts yearn for perfect truth only.
They are not satisfied walking in
compromise. They are only comfortable
striving for complete truth, which by
definition as a follower, one must also
“walk” in (as a follower), as truth calls
for an outer witness of one’s self in
order for one to be at peace in his soul.

There is no such thing as “neutral”, “moderates” or “fence riders” in the final judgment. See “lukewarm” in Revelation 3:16

YHWH

Those repulsed and/or frightened by the light
of pure truth which comes guided by Scripture

satan
The world’s few wealthy, wicked elite
which are devoted satan worshippers through:
Illuminati, Black Pope system,
Jesuits, Kabbalism, etc
Which then have “goyim” outlets for the
“willfully ignorant” in various forms including:
Masonry

socially
imagining
themselves
into heaven

Roman
Catholicism

Churchianity

and daughter
religions

501(c) 3
“Faith-based
initiative”
Church system

Atheism

(or the)

“working”
towards
heaven
mainly believe
in a god that
will provide “peace
& safety” by means
of a zionist-masked
“military-industrialcomplex”.

blocking
out any
and all
repurcussions
of their
sin by
denying
a spirit
realm
altogether.

Followers of Lucifer
Such masses love their hiding places more than perfect truth.
They are therefore more comfortable in compromising on
certain areas of truth in order to retain their true faith, which
is basically: “safety in numbers”, etc., just as the deceived
of Noah’s day must have ignorantly felt. A type of “rebel’s
consensus” therefore is common among the lost & fearful,
as they forgive their sins for one another via group support,
desperate to successfully obey both masters without guilt.

“No man can serve two masters”
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